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The current Coronavirus disease outbreak requires that physicians work in collaboration with other physicians especially in intensive care and emergency units. To fight against this new disease, whose pathogenesis, effects, and results have not been clearly demonstrated, especially in patients with the pre-existing chronic disease, requires special expertise and perspectives. Due to the need for dynamic glucocorticoid treatment at different stages of the disease in patients with adrenal insufficiency, the existence of reports indicating that “coronavirus disease 2019” also affects the adrenal reserve, and the use of glucocorticoids also in advanced stages in patients with Coronavirus disease require this issue to be emphasized with precision. Herein, treatment of the pre-existing adrenal insufficiency in patients with actual Coronavirus disease and the effects of the this critical disease on the adrenal gland have been reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, many patients presented with pneumonia caused by an unknown pathogen that was linked to a local market in Wuhan, China. Afterward, different from both Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV), a new coronavirus was identified by sequencing the genome of the virus. By the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, Coronavirus Study Group, this new virus is named “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)”. Subsequently, the disease caused by the virus was named “Coronavirus Disease 2019” (COVID-19) (ref.1). SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 have clearly stated biological, epidemiological, and pathological similarities. Their genes exhibit nearly 80% of identical sequences. Also, the receptor-binding domain structures of these two viruses are very similar. However, our knowledge about virulence, pathogenesis, and treatment of the COVID-19 is still limited and has posed a major challenge especially for endocrinological diseases that require special approaches. Treatment modifications in patients with preexisting endocrine diseases as a consequence of infection and related situations are required to avoid complications and hospitalizations. For example, in patients with adrenal insufficiency (AI), in the presence of physical or psychological stress, changes in glucocorticoid (GC) doses should be made according to the “sick day rules”. Considering the risk of adrenal crisis, the hospitalization threshold should be kept low in patients with AI.

As a matter of course, several concerns exist about these therapeutic approaches in patients with pre-existing and newly diagnosed adrenal insufficiency. First of all, in AI patients, GC replacement protocols during COVID-19 are not clear. The consequences of increasing the steroid dose in the infected individual to a sufficient amount to prevent an adrenal crisis or the amount of the adequate increase in a patient with COVID-19 are yet unknown. Second, the possible effects of COVID-19 on the adrenal gland, adrenal reserve, and peripheral GC dynamics are not clearly known in patients with or without AI. And finally, controversy continues regarding the necessity, timing, and dosage of GC replacement in Covid-19 patients, in patients without AI.

DISCUSSION

COVID-19

SARS-CoV was responsible for the outbreak in 2002-2004. Similar to the SARS-CoV, the primary target of SARS-CoV-2 is the whole respiratory tract and the most common clinical signs are fatigue, dry cough, fever, and dyspnea in advanced cases. While substantially patients are asymptomatic or have a mild disease, unfortunately, in 10-20% of patients the disease progresses to a more severe form and may require hospitalization, even respiratory support in the intensive care unit. Typical laboratory findings are elevated levels of C-reactive protein (CRP), d-dimer, lactate dehydrogenase, aspartate aminotransferase, and lymphopenia. In a study aimed to search prognostic value of inflammatory markers in patients with
COVID-19, the levels of IL-6, CRP, and procalcitonin increased significantly in 67.9%, 65.0%, and 5.7% of patients on admission, respectively. In the study, serum levels of IL-6 and CRP were found to be associated with disease severity and prognosis in COVID-19 patients. Similarly, studies and case series have been reported indicating that pressepsine can be used as a prognostic factor in this patient group. Risk factors for a poor outcome include; underlying comorbidities (chronic respiratory disease, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease), male gender, and older age.

Current clinical management strategies include; symptomatic treatment, rehabilitation of pulmonary functions, and the control of inflammation, of course, in addition to strategies to prevent further dissemination of the virus. Unfortunately, effective and safe treatment options, such as an antiviral drug, a biological response modifier, or a vaccine that has been in widespread use is not yet available.

Some authors propose a 3-stage classification system to establish a standardized nomenclature, facilitate therapeutic application, and evaluate the response and clinical outcomes. These stages are roughly divided by clinical and laboratory features with no clear or objective borders and are often overlapping (Fig. 1).

Stage I begins with the time of inoculation and includes the early phase of the disease. Angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2), is the functional receptor of SARS-CoV-2 that provides viral entry into human cells in this phase. ACE2 receptors are profusely present in the respiratory system. SARS-CoV-2, during this stage, multiplies and spreads primarily in the respiratory system. The majority of the patients are asymptomatic or have mild and often non-specific flu-like symptoms, such as fever, malaise, and a dry cough, mainly due to the viral infection itself. Diagnosis of the disease at this stage includes the detection of viral components at respiratory samples with polymerase chain reaction, detection of viral IgG and IgM antibodies, and other supportive tests such as chest imaging, CRP, liver function tests, and complete blood count. At this stage, treatment aims to provide symptomatic relief.

In the second stage, patients develop viral pneumonia and this stage is associated with pulmonary inflammation and coagulopathy. Usually, chest images present bilateral infiltrates and/or ground-glass opacities. Blood tests may reveal lymphopenia, increasing transaminases, and other inflammation markers. Increased levels of inflammatory biomarkers such as CRP, IL-6, IL-1, ferritin, and D-dimer are associated with the development of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) and a poor clinical course. During this stage, viral pneumonia and inflammation cause cough, fever, and hypoxia in severe cases. The majority of the patients in this stage would need to be hospitalized for closer follow-up and necessary treatments or respiratory support. In this period, treatment generally also includes supportive treatment and available anti-viral medications.

A small number of patients will advance to the “extrapulmonary systemic hyper inflammation syndrome” stage, the third and the most severe stage of the illness. In this stage, infection results in a decrease in helper, suppressor, and regulatory T cell counts; and an increase in inflammatory cytokines and biomarkers. Shock, vascular collapse, vasoplegia, systemic organ involvement, and even organ failures can be seen at this stage. As a result, the prognosis at the critical stage of the illness is poor, depends on rapid recognition, and therapies such as immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory drugs. Tailored therapies in this stage would aim to reduce systemic inflammation and avoid multiorgan dysfunction.

COVID-19 and Adrenal Gland

Although data on cortisol release dynamics in COVID-19 patients are not yet available, based on data we have obtained from outbreaks caused by other members of this virus family, we may suggest that severe COVID-19 patients may be more prone to developing “Critical Illness Associated Corticosteroid Deficiency (CIRCI)” (ref).

It has been reported that the SARS-CoV, as in the influenza virus, inhibits the adrenal stress response of the host by various mechanisms, thus causing a relative adrenocortical insufficiency, provoking the symptoms and clinical manifestations of the disease it causes. One of these mechanisms is that the virus expresses certain amino acid sequences by mimicking the host’s adrenocorticotropic hormone. Antibodies developed against these amino acid sequences also affect the function of the host’s ACTH hormone. Along with the effects of ACTH, the adrenal stress response is also limited. Considering the similarity of SARS-CoV-2 proteins to SARS proteins (95-
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Fig. 1. Proposal for Stages of Covid-19, a 3-stage classification system to establish a standardized nomenclature, facilitate therapeutic application, and evaluate the response and clinical outcomes.
100%), it can be thought that SARS-CoV-2 uses the same strategy\(^3^9\).

Data from the SARS outbreak suggests that this disease (possibly also COVID-19) can affect the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Lew et al. find out 40% of survivors of the SARS outbreak had central hypocortisolism when evaluated 3 months after illness and periodically thereafter; which most of the cases resolved within a year. The authors suggested that this dysfunction may be due to reversible hypophysitis or direct hypothalamic injury\(^3^9\). Additionally, supporting this suggestion, autopsy studies revealed neuronal degeneration and edema along with the SARS-CoV genome in the hypothalamus\(^1^0,1^3\). Hypothalamic and pituitary tissues express ACE2, making these tissues targets for SARS-CoV-2 (ref.\(^2^6\)). Although we do not have sufficient data for now, considering the neurological symptoms, it can be thought that the hypothalamus and pituitary are affected directly or immune-mediated in COVID-19.

Autopsy findings in patients who died from SARS demonstrated degeneration and necrosis of adrenal cortical cells, indicating a direct cytopathic effect of the virus\(^2^2,2^3\). Moreover, viral antigens and the genomic sequence of SARS-CoV were demonstrated in the adrenal glands\(^2^3\). Therefore, in patients with SARS (and possibly also with COVID-19), cortisol dynamics are likely to be changed. Similarly, microscopic lesions in the adrenal glands were found in 46 percent (12 of 28) of patients in whom adrenal insufficiency was not detected in 28 autopsies with a confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection\(^2^2\). Unspecific focal adrenalitis, necrosis, lipid degeneration, vascular thrombosis, hemorrhage, and focal inflammation are the microscopic findings observed in these cases\(^2^4\).

The coagulation disorders and its treatment with anticoagulants such as heparin in COVID-19 patients have been revealed by recent findings\(^2^5,2^6\). Therefore, considering the thromboembolic situation at the adrenal gland in COVID-19 patients, one can assume that SARS-CoV-2 infection, also in this way, may cause an acute adrenal insufficiency. On the other hand, also supporting the autopsy studies, the study reported by Leyendecker et al. revealed 23% of 219 patients with critical and severe lung parenchyma lesions had CT scan signs of acute adrenal infarction (which was bilateral in 88% and had an acute adrenal gland insufficiency in 8%) (ref.\(^7\)). Supporting these findings, case reports have been published reporting bilateral adrenal hemorrhage and/or AI (ref.\(^2^8,2^9\)).

Additionally, as noted in other critical illnesses, residual adrenal functions in primary and central AI patients can be affected in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia\(^3^9\). Moreover, the long-term steroid treatment, the most common cause observed in the general population, should be kept in mind as another cause of AI insufficiency. Especially if given more than supra-physiological doses, and if administered in a non-circadian fashion and/or more than two to four weeks.

Finally, the effects of other medications used in the treatment of COVID-19 should be kept in mind. For example, it should be noted that ritonavir inhibits the cytochrome P4503A enzyme, thus increasing exposure to corticosteroids and prolonging their half-life\(^3^0\). It is noteworthy that following a cytokine storm there may be immune "exhaustion," and that even small variations in corticosteroid dynamics can be detrimental\(^3^1\). Over and above, even in Cushing Syndrome (CS), medications can cause adrenal insufficiency and might be a clinical challenge during COVID-19 infection\(^3^2\). According to the authors, physicians should consider the possibility of treating or temporarily halting CS medical therapies in the sense of COVID-19 infection\(^3^3\).

Although it is not directly related to the effect of COVID-19 on adrenal gland function, another study that should be mentioned here is on the relationship between lymphopenia and cortisol. Panesar et al. had reported a significant inverse relationship between serum cortisol level and lymphocyte - neutrophil count in patients with SARS. Patients with lymphopenia had higher serum cortisol levels than those without lymphopenia, according to the study. According to the report, lymphopenia might be a sign of higher levels of serum cortisol\(^3^3\). While there is a lack of comparable evidence for COVID-19 as of now, the absence of lymphopenia in COVID-19 patients can be used as a reason to suspect low cortisol levels.

**Glucocorticoid Use In COVID-19 and Adrenal Suppression**

Despite many studies, the use of GC’s in the treatment of coronavirus (such as SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and MERS-CoV) or influenza virus pneumonia is still controversial. It has been reported in different publications that GC’s used in the treatment during the SARS epidemic have no benefit or have limited benefit, but may have adverse effects\(^3^4-3^7\). Although there is no evidence supported by randomized clinical studies for its use, in the current outbreak, GC’s were empirically used to suppress cytokine storms and related complications, such as ARDS, acute heart injuries, and acute kidney complications\(^3^8-4^0\).

According to a systematic review, GC therapy did not reduce the ICU hospitalization period, admission rate, the mortality rate in patients affected by SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV (ref.\(^4^1\)). Similarly, another systematic review of observational studies reported no survival benefit and possible harms of GC such as avascular necrosis, psychosis, diabetes, and delayed viral clearance in patients in SARS-CoV (ref.\(^4^2\)). Additionally, reports revealed the reduced clearance of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV from the plasma and/or the respiratory tract\(^4^3,4^4\). And also, these meta-analyses evaluate the studies with different doses and patient characteristics. Indeed, some trials have been done in patients with ARDS or septic shock, while others have enrolled patients with serious and/or traditional therapy-resistant conditions.

On the other hand, the use of dexamethasone resulted in lower 28-day mortality than in the normal treatment group in patients who required either invasive mechanical ventilation (29.3 percent vs. 41.4 percent) or oxygen alone (23.3 percent vs. 26.2 percent) at randomization but not among those receiving no respiratory support
(17.8 percent vs. 14.0 percent) (ref.45). Similarly, early administration of dexamethasone could minimize the period of mechanical ventilation and overall mortality in patients with established ARDS in a study conducted at the ICU (ref.46).

Surviving sepsis guidelines suggest using GC's only for patients in whom hemodynamic control is not restored by sufficient fluids and vasopressor therapy47,48. In viral pneumonia, GC’s should be used with caution, especially when there are specific conditions and comorbidities such as asthma exacerbation, chronic pulmonary obstructive disease, and septic shock refractory to fluid resuscitation49. And in clinical practice, in a critical patient with COVID-19 and/or sepsis, physicians must reconcile the slight reduction in mortality rates with the potentially harmful results.

Glucocorticoid therapy may either cause CS at supra-physiologic doses or AI because of HPA axis suppression after drug withdrawal. In terms of increased morbidity and mortality risk, it may trigger outcomes in any direction. GC treatment is the most common cause of AI in the general population; especially if used for more than two to four weeks, it is administered in non-circadian and/or supra-physiological doses. There is evidence of AI following low-dose and short-term GC use, that clinicians should be alert50. But especially, HPA suppression is likely in a patient who has used prednisone at a dose of >20 mg per day or an equivalent dose of GC (16 mg methylprednisolone, 80 mg hydrocortisone, 2 mg dexamethasone, 20 mg prednisolone) for more than three weeks; or a patient who has used 5 mg prednisone or an equivalent dose of GC in the evening/bedtime for more than a few weeks; or in an individual using GC with the Cushingoid appearance, symptoms or signs51. HPA suppression is unlikely in a patient who has been treated with alternate-day prednisone at a dose of less than 10 mg (or an equivalent dose), or a patient who has received any dose of glucocorticoid for less than three weeks51. There is an intermediate or unclear chance of HPA suppression in patients taking 10 to 20 mg prednisone daily for more than three weeks, or in patients taking any dose less than 10 mg prednisone daily for more than a couple of weeks that is not taken as a single bedtime dose51.

However, the suppression of the HPA axis by synthetic steroids, even after a short treatment period, cannot be predicted due to pathophysiological changes in cortisol dynamics in severe diseases, individual pharmacokinetic differences, and sensitivity variations in glucocorticoid receptors52. Moreover, the pathological adrenal changes in Covid-19 patients revealed in the previous section make the available information thoroughly complex and unreliable. Whenever the withdrawal of GC’s is done, especially in patients at risk for HPA axis suppression, the dose should be carefully tapered and patients should be monitored for adrenal insufficiency. Evaluation of adrenal function should be performed at least one week after the withdrawal of GC (ref.53). When necessary, adrenal functions should be evaluated with dynamic tests.

Adrenal Insufficiency In COVID-19

AI patients, regardless of etiology, experience higher morbidity and mortality rates than the general population even when they receive optimal treatment. Impaired immunity functions, at least partially, may explain a slightly increased rate of infectious diseases in these patients and overall increased mortality53,54. There is no evidence, based on current data, that patients with adrenal insufficiency have an increased risk of COVID-19. However, in a study conducted in Italy, the prevalence of covid-19 in patients with adrenal insufficiency (prevalence 0.8%) was found to be lower than the prevalence of the normal population, and these patients were considered as "not at particular risk of COVID-19" (ref.55). This surprising result can be explained by the fact that this patient group is educated and attentive, compared to the normal population, due to the additional risks present. Indeed, one of the most important factors for the successful treatment of AI patients is to conduct patient education and update it when necessary. All patients with AI should be educated to increase the GC replacement dose during stress conditions (physical or emotional stress), how and when to inject the intramuscular emergency GC kit, and in what situations to contact their physician. In addition to educational strategies, all patients with AI should be instructed to wear information accessories (bracelets-necklaces) that will attract the attention of healthcare professionals in case of loss of consciousness and should be instructed to have an identification card stating the AI diagnosis. Moreover, patients are also recommended to have sufficient stock at the home of steroid pills and injections, considering social isolation and quarantine requirements in most of the countries for impeding the COVID-19 outbreak spread.

In AI patients, it is important to determine the quantity and timing of GC administration (stress dose) depending on the degree of stress, not too early or not too late. We believe that, in patients with Covid-19, staging the disease is essential in determining this timing and clarifying the dose increase, as stated in the previous section.

If patients are asymptomatic in Stage I, intervention in their routine treatment should be avoided. If there is, mineralocorticoid treatment should be continued. When patients present only mild symptoms and signs (such as mild intermittent cough, fever < 38 °C, sore throat, diarrhea, nasal congestion), and no symptoms of respiratory impairment at the early stage of symptomatic disease, doubling the usual dose is sufficient to replace the missing increase in stress-induced cortisol. It is recommended to preserve the circadian rhythm as much as possible at this stage. Some recommendations, however, state that infection with Covid-19 requires the need for the more uniform night and day coverage of GC’s because it is associated with severe inflammation and persistent high fever56. Therefore, in case of further progression of symptoms in stage I (fever> 38 °C or continuous dry cough, sore throat, aches and pains, fatigue), considering the emotional or physical stress, increasing the dose to 20 mg hydrocortisone orally every 6 hours may be more appropriate (in
Table 1. Treatment suggestions and recommendations according to the stage of the disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Dose Suggestions</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>Asymptomatic</td>
<td>Routine Treatment.</td>
<td>Monitor closely for symptoms and signs. Evaluate and update patient education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mild Illness</td>
<td>Double / thrice the usual dose.</td>
<td>Monitor closely for pulmonary functions, patient distress, symptoms and signs of the next stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mild illness with mild to moderate physical or psychogenic stress, further progression of symptoms in stage I.</td>
<td>20 mg hydrocortisone QID (10 mg prednisolone BID)</td>
<td>Monitor closely for pulmonary functions, patient distress, symptoms and signs of the next stage. Keep the hospitalization threshold low. Discontinue mineralocorticoid therapy if present in case of using hydrocortisone &gt;50 mg. Consider parenteral treatment in case of nausea or vomiting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>Moderate Illness, Pulmonary Phase</td>
<td>100 mg/day (parenteral preferentially) hydrocortisone.</td>
<td>Consider parenteral therapy taking into account symptoms and signs. Consider hospitalization and continuous parenteral glucocorticoid infusion. Monitor closely for fluid and electrolyte disturbances. Monitor closely for inflammatory response phase, pulmonary functions, patient distress, symptoms and signs of the next stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate Illness with further progression of symptoms and signs.</td>
<td>Administer 100 mg parenteral hydrocortisone immediately. Until the patient begins to be monitored in the inpatient unit administer 50 mg hydrocortisone QID. 50-100 mg hydrocortisone iv bolus followed by 200 mg/day iv infusion in the inpatient unit.</td>
<td>Monitor closely for fluid and electrolyte disturbances. Monitor closely for fluid and electrolyte disturbances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>The deterioration of the patient’s clinical condition or observation of the course of ARDS.</td>
<td>200 mg/day iv hydrocortisone infusion.</td>
<td>Follow-up in the intensive care unit. Monitor closely for fluid and electrolyte disturbances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Recovery Phase</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>Considering symptoms and signs, the stress dose should be gradually tapered to double the usual replacement dose. With a interim evaluation reduce to the routine daily dose.</td>
<td>Monitor closely for pulmonary functions, patient distress, psychogenic stress, symptoms and signs. Restart the discontinued mineralocorticoid therapy if the hydrocortisone dose is &lt;50 mg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

patients using prednisolone; 10 mg/twice a day) until the symptoms resolve. Treatment suggestions and recommendations according to the stage of the disease are shown in Table 1.

Unfortunately, a substantial number of patients (about 20%) progress to the second stage. At this stage, the glucocorticoid dose of patients should be increased to at least 100 mg/day hydrocortisone. In particular, due to the lack of data on AI in covid-19, patients’ emotional and physical stresses, and in this context, vital parameters (blood pressure, fever, heart and respiratory rate, respiratory functions, and peripheral oxygen saturation) should be closely monitored. Impairment in these parameters, or signs of emotional and/or physical stress, or the presence of symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea that prevent the patient’s oral intake will constitute significant signs for the transition to parenteral therapy. If the patient’s symptoms and signs are exacerbated, it would be appropriate to hospitalize the patient during this period and to administer 100 mg/day parenteral hydrocortisone immediately. Until the patient begins to be monitored in the inpatient unit, 50 mg hydrocortisone should be administered every 6 hours. In patients with adrenal insufficiency, the hospitalization threshold should be kept low, considering the risk of adrenal crisis. It is recommended to discontinue mineralocorticoid treatment at doses of 50 mg/day and above.

The deterioration of the patient’s clinical condition or observation of the course of ARDS will require higher GC doses. In this respect, 50-100 mg hydrocortisone iv bolus followed by 200 mg/day iv infusion is recommended. This protocol not only covers the amount of steroids
required to deal with the infection but also reduces the detrimental effects caused by concentration peaks and troughs of GC on the immune system.

Also, due to increased insensible fluid loss or altered consciousness, especially associated with fever and tachypnea, these patients may also have serious fluid and electrolyte disturbances. Close monitoring and reasonable replacement of water and electrolytes may be needed to prevent it. Additionally, thromboembolic predisposition observed in severe COVID-19 patients is a concern. Considering that the use of GC likewise predisposes to clotting abnormalities, it would be appropriate to plan low molecular weight heparin therapy as early as possible in this patient group.

It is recommended that at the time of discharge, the stress dose of GC should be gradually tapered to double the usual replacement dose and thereafter reducing it to the routine replacement dose. Similarly, when the daily hydrocortisone dose is reduced to <50 mg/day, the routine fludrocortisone dose should be added to the treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

In an individual without known adrenal insufficiency, covid-19 can change adrenal reserve, adrenal hormone release, and peripheral hormone dynamics. Moreover, discussions about when and how to perform GC replacement and whether it is necessary, in covid-19 patients without adrenal insufficiency are still ongoing. In this context, patients with adrenal insufficiency and covid-19 require closer attention and follow-up. Symptoms and signs of patients with Covid-19 should be closely monitored; their physical or emotional stresses should be taken into account, and tailored, dynamic glucocorticoid replacement therapy should be applied with a lower hospitalization threshold.

Search strategy and selection criteria

Optimal management of adrenal insufficiency amid the ongoing pandemic, effects of Covid-19 on the adrenal gland, necessity of the use of GC, and consequent adrenal gland suppression are discussed in this review. In these contexts, a literature search was performed to answer clinical questions. Scientific articles from January 2020 to November 2020 were searched using the PubMed and Web of Science databases. All searches were up to date as of November 2020. For the literature search, the term “adrenal insufficiency” and one of the following used respectively: “COVID-19”, “Coronavirus”, “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome”, “SARS-CoV-2” and “coronavirus disease 2019”. And references of selected articles were searched manually for additional relevant articles. Only English language papers were reviewed.
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